Rattlesnake Avoidance
Clinic for Dogs
If your dog spends any time outside in your yard, field, or on trails, they are in
danger of RATTLESNAKES!

TE AC H TO ST AY A W A Y
The training methods are safe, humane
and are a proven way to avoid
rattlesnakes. Our avoidance training
teaches dogs to recognize and stay away
from the scen t, s oun d, and si ght of
rattlesnakes.

This clinic is conducted by
professional dog and snake
handlers who utilizes a twofold technique:

ED UCA TI O N A ND SA F ET Y
The safety and comfort of your dog is our priority! The
training takes place in a controlled environment using a
remote-control training-collar system adjusted specifically
to each dog’s response characteristics. We use only the
minimum level of stimulation to produce the desired
education. Yearly training is recommended to refresh
and strengthen your dog’s awareness.

VAC C INE A VA IL A BL E : A rattlesnake bite can flood a small dog’s body in minutes, so they must
have anti-venon in their systems to be protected. The Vet will recommend the appropriate dose for your dog.
Vaccines avail on Saturday the 2th between 9-3pm, only.

TRAINING CLINIC DATES:

APRIL 2 nd -3 rd

RATTLESNAKE VACCINES will b e avail. 9:00-3:00 Sat. April 2 nd
**For vaccines, NO appointment necessary, but must pay in advance through the srprc.com website

Clinic Fee per dog

$80.00*

Rattlesnake vaccine per dog

$40.00

Here is the convenient ways to register/pay:
*Access www.srprc.com and submit payment. After receipt of payment, you will be emailed
a link to the appt. calendar so that you may select your day/time. Note, if you are ONLY getting
vaccines with NO training, pay online and then show up between 9-3 on Saturday (only)as an appt
isn’t needed for vaccines alone. However, ALL training MUST have a designated appt. time.
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